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About This Game

Simmiland is a god game.
Watch how mankind develops!

What the heck is Simmiland?
In Simmiland you create a small civilization that you can only influence indirectly by playing cards to the land, such as plants��
and minerals ⛰️. Playing a plant on a grass biome tile will result in a wheat plant, but playing a plant card somewhere else will

also create something else. Try to experiment as much as you can!

Playing cards costs ✨ 'faith' ✨ that you gain from the humans when they periodically pray for you, or when you fulfill their
wishes. One may wish for a berry bush and another for a deadly plague ☠️

One of the more important cards is the ⚗️ 'inspect' ⚗️ card. This card can be played on items, objects and sometimes just on
empty tiles. The inspect card will trigger an invention that will help the humans explore your world further.

The way you shape the land and guide the humans will decide which way the humans will develop. They can go as far as to build
a rocket! ��

The metagame
You can play Simmiland in 2 different modes:
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 Normal mode - your card deck is limited and you will find the apocalypse card at the bottom

 Endless mode - you can play an endless amount of cards, but you won't get any achievements

In normal mode you will get achievements. Both achievements and progress will net you some in-game currency which you can
use to buy new and more cards to fill your deck, giving opportunity to new possibilities.

Features

 Quick, but relaxing, 10~60 minutes play per game

 An alternative endless mode where you can shape the land into infinity

 ~20 different cards

 13 different biome types

 30+ inventions to discover

 40+ different resources to discover

 20+ different achievements to find
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Wonderful little God sim. Really good title... Worth of 3,99€. very good game!
i love discovering all the little secrets in the game which i didnt get before in 20 diffrent playthroughs!. Great game. The
learning curve can be hard, especially since there isn't much information out there, but that's also part of the fun.. Great clicker
game! It isn't as easy as it seems because you will have to find how stuff works on your own, but if you like that this game is for
you!. Very fun game that's not too difficult, but challenging enough to keep you in planning mode. The only problem with this
game is that at 10 hours in, I've gotten all but the last 3 achievements. So there isn't a whole lot of gameplay here outside of
playing the main game a couple times. I can see myself playing a few more hours here and there, but I really wish there was a
head to head mode or something where you could play against a friend and have your two civilizations battle it out. But even if
there isn't more content coming out, this stands up as a rather fun game that is light on strategy and high on fun. 8/10.. This
game has some issues. I loved the concept of the game, but the developer seems to think that figuring out the UI is part of the
game itself. I'm all for finding secret things, but when you don't know what the game does or what things mean, it looses all
appeal for me.

I may buy it later if the UI can be explained better. Otherwise, I'd take a pass (and this was when it was $5 in case the price goes
up).
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It's just a great little game, highly addictive. The only problem with this game is that I need more of it... give me more.. I never
realized I wanted to play a game like this till I played this game. You're put in an environment not knowing what to do and you
have to learn and adapt without help. Beautiful concept and artstyle, good mechanics. It all just works to provide a unique
experience.

However..
Some of the mechanics are a little annoying at times and some more features need to be added. There seems to be some pretty
active development so hopefully that keeps up as this game has a lot of promise.

Update: This game has a very active development with so far daily updates.

Update 2: Game isn't updated daily anymore. I have to say, the lack of clear machanics in the game make it vary difficult to tell
if you are doing well or failing horribly, (and as far as I could tell, I was always failing horribly).
It has a Doodle God type game feel to it, where you combine things to get new things and so on, and part of the game is just
figuring out what makes what, but there is no log to show you what you have already made so that you can make it again.
All in all, this game feels under baked and incomplete. The core is there, but no support systems.
4/10, showed promise, but just that.. oy... maybe theres something i dont understand about this game but... its simply not fun to
play.

the gist here is you play cards that have a direct effect on the biome and the living occupants of the island youre in charge of.
and in order to play cards you need faith, which is a currency gained by selling cards in your deck or doing what the humans ask
of you.

seems fun and decently challenging so far right?

the first thing i noticed went wrong is the controls are very clunky. panning around the map is very hard, and theres no zoom
option. i found myself accidentally selling cards i clearly meant to deploy many times, and many discoveries require me to pixel
snipe items as the humans are carrying them off. not while theyre on the ground. as the humans are carrying them.

speaking of which, while the first few discoveries are very simple to make in a playthrough, the later ones are very unclear and
youll most likely have to hope you accidentally stumble onto it.

discoveries arent something you can skip either, as the humans seem determined to starve themselves to death or intoxicate
themselves with berries. and the only way to stop them is to hope you have the right biome features and an inspect card.

whats also frustrating is that humans will often pray for things that have nothing to do with their survival. starving? wish for a
plague or a random bit of thunder. and since the cards you get are random, it can be very hard to give the humans what they
want, when they want it. and if you dont, youll find your faith funding cut very quickly, meaning you may have to sell cards
youll most certainly need later.

the best part though is if you get too good at pleasing the humans theyll build a church for you. sounds alright until you realize it
puts a cap on the populations iq, and thus their ability to discover things.

in other words, the game punishes you for utilizing its primary mechanic. that being said youll much more likely find yourself
needing that one card you just spent on the better good of human society and not being able to produce another. funny how jane
wants a chicken right after i just created one >.>

this game needs not only a ton of skill and knowledge to be good at, but way too much luck for a strategy game. sure, trial and
error is a must here, but its tough to experiment in this game that well, as the results of experimentation is unclear. most likely
either way mankind will still be out of food...

and, lets say despite all this, despite humanity trying to starve itself, asking for random things and being unable to discover
things without divine inspiration, that you somehow make the humans able to survive and even thrive and expand. the maps
youre given to play with are tiny. the size of the islands range from maybe 1 or 2 small islands to a series of postage stamp sized
rocks. so your reward for keeping the humans alive is that they run out of places to expand to very quickly.
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im sorry but this game is simply not rewarding or fun to play for me. its not a matter of fixing some bugs either, as a lot of the
issues i have with this game are conceptual, not functional. if you enjoy a high level of risk and strategy and have the patience
for it however, this might be your game still.. Cool little sim. Addictive right out of the box due to the desire to improve your
deck by buying cards. However once you buy all of them and unlock Endless after 2-3 hours, the fun decreases. The timer in
Classic is stressful and making Discoveries is hard because it requires putting your mouse over the right pixel. No instructions-
you have to read the Compendium and hope for the best. I like the theme. This is NOT a card game, it is a pure God sim. Not
sure if I really recommend for $5, probably should be $0.99-$1.99. Wish Steam had an OK thumb.. Good game, after 10 hours I
think I got all I can out of it but at this price that's excellent. The idea is fun, I love any type of god simulators and this one was
clearly well thought-out.. This game is worth $5. It's not super deep or engaging, but it's fun and relaxing. I'll be running it on my
second monitor whenever I'm just browsing the internet or watching Netflix.. Cool little sim. Addictive right out of the box due
to the desire to improve your deck by buying cards. However once you buy all of them and unlock Endless after 2-3 hours, the
fun decreases. The timer in Classic is stressful and making Discoveries is hard because it requires putting your mouse over the
right pixel. No instructions- you have to read the Compendium and hope for the best. I like the theme. This is NOT a card
game, it is a pure God sim. Not sure if I really recommend for $5, probably should be $0.99-$1.99. Wish Steam had an OK
thumb.. This is a great game - nice cute stylised graphics, animations and sound, very replayable, and quite a lot of stuff you can
do considering the price. My girlfriend isn't a gamer but when she saw it she ended up buying it herself too.

If you enjoyed The Sims, Civilisation or The Settlers then you'll enjoy this
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